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"Notwithstanding the grievant's discharge
which was upheld by Union and Company, was the
Company's denial of a transfer request which the
Grievant submitted before her discharge in violation of the Agreement?
If so, what is the
remedy?" (Jt. Ex. 2)
At the hearing

in this matter,

that they solely desire

the Parties

a declaration

clarified

from the Arbitration

"(a) The provisions of this Title shall be
interpreted and applied in a manner consistent
with the parties' purpose and intent in negotiating the job bidding and promotion procedures
contained herein, namely that when employees are
qualified by knowledge, skill and efficiency and
are physically able to perform the duties of a
job, the employee with the greatest Service shall
receive preference in accordance with the
sequence of consideration outlined in Subsection
205.5(b) and Sections 205.7 and 205.8 for an
appointment to fill a vacancy, and that Company
shall endeavor to expedite the filling of job
vacancies.

"(a) Notwithstanding anything contained in
this Title, Company may reject the bid of any
employee who does not possess the knowledge,
skill, efficiency, adaptability and physical
ability required for the job on which the bid is
made.
Additionally, the bid of an employee to a
classification having a higher maximum wage rate
will be rejected if the employee has been under
active counselling for poor work performance
during the previous 12 months.
Active counselling for the purpose of this Section is considered to be: (1) Two or more separate instances
in which the employee received disciplinary layoff without pay for poor work performance or
(2) demotion for cause."
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Date of Hire
Warning Letter for
Poor Attendance,
Subtraction Errors &
2/ 9/84
Poor Judgment
3) Warning Letter for
Avoidable Accident
4/10/84
4) Warning Letter for
Subtraction & other
Reading Errors
12/21/84
5) Warning Letter for
Poor Attendance
3/ 7/85
6)
(1) Day Suspension for
Subtraction and Other
Reading Errors
3/13/85
7) Transfer to Stockton
Granted
4/ 4/85
8)
(3) Day Suspension for
Subtraction & Other
Reading Errors
4/15/85
9) Transfer to Gas Helper
Denied
4/26/85
10) Terminated for
Subtraction & Other
Reading Errors

"A. They relate back to our reasons for
allowing her to transfer to Stockton in the
first place as a meter reader.
"I think it is important to remember that
she had just arrived on the job.
She arrived on
April 22nd.
Our notice of bypass to the Union is
dated April 26th.

"She had on the date of notice of bypass
just completed her training.
She had voluntarily
requested the transfer to Stockton from Modesto
as a meter reader and had indicated that she was
having problems with Ms. O'Neill as being one of
the reasons why s~e wanted to leave.
"I was aware of the two prior disciplinary
actions involving time off that she had received.
That was of some concern to me.
But primarily I
wanted to give her an opportunity to be successful as a meter reader in Stockton.
After all
that was her desire as indicated by her request
for transfer to Stockton.
She was in a new work
environment with new supervisors.
She had not
had the opportunity to see whether she would be
successrul or not.
"I also knew that we had previously counseled her, Tom Calkins, my personnel representative had, Jude Sharp (ph.), our [EAP) counselor
had and Marilyn O'Neill, her prior supervisor,
had counseled her that it would be necessary for
her to meet minimum performance requirements of a
meter reader in order to be eligible for transfer in the future." (Tr. 50-51)
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During the grievant's employment history
of 19-months, multiple disciplinary actions have
taken place with regard to her work performance.
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"In accordance with Section 205.ll(a), the grievant has had two separate instances within the
past l2-months in which the employee received
disciplinary layoff without pay for poor work
performance.
As such, Company bypassed this
grievant for just cause." (Jt. Ex. 5)
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"Job attendance is one of the critical areas
of an employee's responsibility: when unsatisfactory and within the employee's capability to
correct, the usual concepts of 'corrective discipline' are appropriate, e.g., progressive discipline from oral counselling, letter(s) of reprimand, time-off without pay, and, ultimately,
discharge.
Generally, however, unless in combination with other work performance problems or
where the new job demands a higher attendance
standard, it is not a proper basis for bypass to
promotion or transfer.
At the same time, however, it should be noted that the progressive
discipline follows the employee to the new job."
(Co.
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15)
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"The provisions of this Title shall be interpreted and applied in a manner consistent with
the parties' purpose and intent in negotiating
the job bidding and promotion procedures contained herein, namely that when employees are
qualified by knowledge, skill and efficiency
and are physically able to perform the duties
of a job, the employee with the greatest Service
shall receive preference in accordance with the
sequence of consideration outlined in Subsection
205.5(b) and Sections ·205.7 and 205.8 for an
appointment to fill a vacancy, and that Company
shall endeavor to expedite the filling of job
vacancies."
(Emphasis added)
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"Generally, however, unless in combination with
other work performance problems or where the new
job demands a higher attendance standard, it is
not a proper basis for bypass to promotion or
transfer." (Co. Ex. 15)

"Q. [By Mr. Dalzell]
When you decided to
bypass I F.
for the gas helper job
vacancy, did you believe she was unqualified
for the gas helper position?
"A. There was no question in my mind
F:
me[e]t the literal requirements under
Title 205[5] for transfer to gas helper.
"Q. Did you have any doubts about her possession of the knowledge, skills, efficiency, adaptability and physical ability for the helper
position?
"A. Based on the information I had, I had no
reason to doubt that she met those requirements."
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lilt is the decision of the Committee that the
3/7/85 (Exhibit 2) memo wil"l stand without
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The grievant's attendance will
be reviewed with her again in six months (e.g.
about 9/7/85).
At the end of twelve months
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file and destroyed." (Co. Ex. 7)
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San Francisco, California

,IBEW LOCAL UNION 1245

I. W. Bonbright, Manager
Industrial Relations Department
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
245 Market Street, Room 444
San Francisco, Ca. 94106

Dear Mr. Bonbright
We are in receipt of your proposed Letter Agreement 87-73-PGE, dated
April 24, 1987, in reference to the above-captioned arbitration case. Please
be advised that we are 'not in agreement with your proposal.
In the Opinion and Decision in this case, Arbitrator Kathy Kelly
ruled that the Company violated the Agreement when it bypassed the Grievant for
transfer to the position of Gas Helper on April 26, 1985. We do not believe it
is appropriate to requi re the Grievant to demonstrate "fully satisfactory"
performance for one year following reinstatement as a Gas Helper in order to be
entitled to backpay for the period she was terminated (7/12/85 to 3/25/87).
Kelly.

The question of remedy in terms of backpay was not before Arbitrator
In the Opinion and Decision, Arbitrator Kelly stated:
'

"In accordance with the request of both Parties, the Decision below
remands this matter to the Parties for formulation of the precise
remedy. Certain facts contained within this record should be noted at
that time. The Grievant received a warning letter for poor attendance
on March 7, 1985 ••• PRC 341 makes clear that so far as poor
attendance is concerned, "progressive discipline follows the employee
to the new job". The Company's expectations for good attendance have
application to all positions. These factors should be considered by
the Parties ~pon remand. 'I
Following her employment date (8/23/83) Grievant F _
was counseled
concerning her attendance record on 2/8/84. A Meno to File was prepared
confirming this counseling. Grievant was again counseled concerning attendance
on 7/10/84. A confirming Memo to File was prepared. She was next counseled
concerning attendance on 3/7/85, by Supervisor Marilyn OINeill. In this
instance, a memo was issued to F
I

In a report related to Stockton Grievance 16-391-85-9. the Local
Investigating Committee addressed the issue of the 3/7/85 memo. In testimony
related to the basis for issuing the memo. Supervisor OINeill stated
"O'Neill explained that the grievant was not singled out for special
criticism for her absences. O'Neill explained that the entire
employee group in the Modesto office. plus the 12 Meter Readers
located in Modesto were undergoing an attendance review. Those with
good attendance records had received letters of commendation.
Employees whose absences appeared excessive were being orally
coun$elled-witha
confirming-memo to"theSupervisor's-flle. "-The
grlevanthad-recelved
sucha-warnlng"dueto-her
exceSSlve absences
andher-pattern-of-useage·whlchsuggestsabuse"
(emphaSls added)(page
4 of the LIC Report).
In further reference to the LIC Report for this case. the Committee
recaped the Grievant's employment and disciplinary record. As related to the
3/7/85 memo. the LIC described itas:
Memo to Supervisor's file by Customer Services Supervisor Marilyn
O'Neill. Oral reprimand for excessive sick leave usage-and pattern
of usage; "satisfactory evidence" required. (Page 1-2 of LIC Report)
While on its face the 3/7/85 memo appears to be a fGrmal disciplinary
letter. clearly the supervisor who signed the memo and the Local Investigating
Committee were in agreement that the '5/7/85 memo was a Memo to File confirming
oral counseling.
Based upon the above. it is apparent that Grievant F
has been
subject to oral counseling related to attendance on three occasions during her
period of employment. There is no record of formal disciplinary action related
to attendance problenis. We also note that attendance was not cited in the7/12/85 termination letter as a consideration.
We do not disagree with Arbitrator Kelly's statement that "so far as
poor attendance is concerned. progressive discipline follows the employee to
the new job". In 1983. the Pre-Review Committee (P-RC File No.846) established
that giving an employee time off as disciplinary action solely for attendance
problems was inappropriate and agreed that the progressive discipline steps to
be followed include counseling. formal disciplinary letters. and a IIlast and
final" letter. The Decision concluded that failure to improve attendance
following issuance of a "last and final" letter may resul t in termination
without beingpreceeded
with disciplinary time off.

In our view, Grievant f
should be treated as described above.
The record makes clear that F
was at the level of informal counseling. We
concur that in conjunction with her reinstatement, she remains at this step of
progressive discipline. We also believe that the settlement acheived by the
Local Investigating Committee in Stockton Grievance 16-391-85-9 as it relates
to the 3/7/85 memo is still appropriate and should be carried out, although the
date for review and possible removal of the memQ must be extended by a period
equal to r
's absence. Based upon the established procedures for attendance
management, Union is of the opinion that Grievant F
should receive full
back pay at the one-year Gas Helper rate from the date of discharge to the date
of reinstatement at the rates in effect for that time period less any outside
earnings.
If you wish to discuss this matter further, please contact me.
~CerelY.
RO~C~

AS~~~~~l~usiness
IBEW Local 1245
cc: RGibbs
Arb. 146

Manager

